The Historical Determinants of Food Insecurity in Native Communities

By Sara Usha Maillacheruvu

Executive Summary: Tribal Sovereignty and Food Insecurity

For millennia, Native food systems nourished communities and cultures. From farming to fishing to harvesting wild rice, these food traditions are diverse and rich, molded and shaped by the geographies on which Tribal people live. Federal policies promoted settler-colonialism, land theft, and forced removal of Native nations, which disrupted these food systems and lifeways, contributing to present-day food insecurity and poor health outcomes. Forced onto reservations — often on lands unfamiliar to them — Native communities had to forge new lives in the face of seismic disruption.

The General Allotment Act of 1887, also called the Dawes Act, further deepened land loss for Native nations. The Act parcelled communally held Native lands into allotments to be held by individual Tribal members. From 1887 until 1934’s Indian Reorganization Act, federal policy cost Tribes an additional 90 million acres of Native land, roughly the size of Montana, significantly decreasing the land base of Indian Country and creating negative, lasting impacts felt today.

Tribes are sovereign; they have the right to self-govern and engage in nation-to-nation relationships with the federal and state governments. In fact, Tribes signed nearly 400 such treaties.

---
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between 1778 and 1871. However, the federal government has consistently broken treaties with Tribes and continues to do so. These broken promises meant that eastern Tribes were displaced further and further west. Further, reservations constrict Tribal communities’ ability to hunt, fish, farm, and gather as they had for centuries before.

Many treaties and the federal-Tribal trust relationship stipulate that the U.S. government supply Native nations with food, guarantee them access to traditional agricultural lands, and/or provide agricultural implements or livestock. For example, in a 1791 treaty with the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma, the U.S. government stipulated that it would “from time to time furnish gratuitously the said nation with useful implements of husbandry.” An 1789 treaty between the U.S. government and the Wyandot, Delaware, Ottawa, and Chippewa Tribes guaranteed that the Tribes could still hunt in their ancestral lands, stating that Tribal members were “at liberty to hunt within the territory ceded to the United States, without hindrance or molestation, so long as they demean themselves peaceably.” An 1832 treaty between the Sauk and Fox Tribes and the U.S. government unironically praised the U.S.’s generosity in its provision of rations:

The United States, besides the presents, delivered at the signing of this treaty, wishing to give a striking evidence of their mercy and liberality, will immediately cause to be issued to the said confederated tribes, principally for the use of the Sac [Sauk] and Fox women and children, whose husbands, fathers and brothers, have been killed in the late war, and generally for the use of the whole confederated tribes, articles of subsistence as follows: — thirty-five beef cattle; twelve bushels of salt; thirty barrels of pork; and fifty barrels of flour, and cause to be delivered for the same purposes, in the month of April next, at the mouth of the lower Ioway, six thousand bushels of maize or Indian corn.

To nominally honor these treaty obligations, the federal government has distributed rations to Tribal communities since the 1800s. As the Sauk and Fox treaty reflects, the federal government emphasized “articles of subsistence,” not foods with cultural relevance and nutritional value.

---


10 Ibid.
Rations consisted of foods such as lard and wheat flour that were foreign to the diets of Tribal communities and sometimes arrived “rancid and rotten.”

Indeed, ration foods were often unhealthy; they aimed to prevent starvation rather than provide adequate nutrition, with a focus on “low-cost and shelf-stable” options. Diabetes was rare among Native peoples before the 1940s (the Navajo language had no word for diabetes prior to European arrival, for example) but exploded in the wake of commodity distribution, strongly contributing to the obesity and diabetes epidemics that Native communities are currently fighting.

Due largely to these government policies, food insecurity and poverty are high among Native communities today. From 2000 to 2010, 25 percent of American Indians and Alaska Natives (AIAN) were consistently food insecure, double the rate of white Americans. This trend continued from 2010 to 2020 where AIAN food insecurity was roughly double, and at times triple, the food insecurity white people faced. The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated food insecurity among AIAN communities. A recent study by the Native American Agriculture Fund found that during the pandemic, 56 percent of survey respondents across the country experienced food insecurity, with 31 percent experiencing very low food security (the most severe form of food hardship). Some 68 percent of AIAN school-age children qualify for free lunches, and nearly 1 in 4 AIAN people live in poverty after accounting for taxes and government assistance — more than 11 percent.
twice the rate of white people. As discussed below, high poverty rates among AIAN communities are linked to land tenure issues that result directly from previous federal policy.


by First Nations Development Institute. A loaf of bread cost the average U.S. consumer $1.02, but the price in Indian Country was $1.89, roughly 85 percent more. Apples cost about 30 percent more in Indian Country. Certain unhealthy foods, however, were cheaper than the U.S. average. Indeed, another analysis by First Nations Development Institute found that the average price of Cheetos was consistently lower than the U.S. average.

FIGURE 2

Reservation Residents Pay Higher Food Prices Than Other U.S. Consumers

Note: Prices were collected for the following units of food: a gallon of milk, a loaf of bread, a pound of ground beef, a whole chicken, a dozen eggs, a pound of apples, and a pound of tomatoes.

Lack of access to vehicles, particularly for rural reservation communities, exacerbates problems caused by higher prices. A 2016 study found that 31 percent of households participating in the Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations (FDPIR), a federal food assistance program for Tribal communities, lacked access to a vehicle, though the average travel distance to obtain a FDPIR package was 16 miles.

---


23 Romero-Briones and Foxworth.

Further, AIAN people experience elevated rates of diabetes and obesity. In fact, 48.1 percent of AIAN adults are obese, and in some Tribal communities, childhood obesity rates exceed 50 percent. With adult diabetes rates at 23.5 percent, Native adults contend with diabetes at nearly four times the rate of the non-Hispanic white population. In addition, Native peoples are more than twice as likely to die as a result of diabetes than the non-Hispanic white population, suggesting disparities in access to quality health care.

While life expectancy gaps between AIAN people and white people have closed in recent years, persistent underfunding of the Indian Health Service (IHS) fails to serve Native communities and meet the federal government’s treaty obligations. Indeed, the National Congress of American Indians calculated that 2017 per capita spending for IHS patient health services was less than half of the average nationwide spending on health care: $4,079 vs. $9,726.

Although the nutritional quality of commodity programs has since improved — owing in strong part to advocacy efforts of Tribal leaders and the FDPIR Food Package Review Work Group, formed in 2002 — barriers to food security and sovereignty among Tribal communities remain. Food sovereignty and the incorporation of traditional foods are important steps in addressing current rates of food insecurity, as well as diet-related diseases. The recently implemented FDPIR Self-Determination Demonstration Project, authorized by the 2018 farm bill, is an exciting step toward incorporating Tribally grown foods into FDPIR supply chains.

This report discusses the historical factors that underlie the high rates of food insecurity and poverty that Native communities now face. It examines three assimilative policies and practices — land ownership and use, boarding schools and education, and commodity food distribution — to


26 Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Minority Health, “Obesity and American Indians/Alaska Natives.” See also Hipp and Pipestem.

27 Department of Health and Human Services, Office of Minority Health, “Diabetes and American Indians/Alaska Natives.”


31 Describing its Tribal Food Sovereignty Initiative, the National Congress of American Indians defines food sovereignty as “the right to freely develop and implement self-determined definitions of food sovereignty; cultivate, access, and secure nutritious, culturally essential food produced through ecologically sound and sustainable methods; and design and maintain food systems and enact policies that advance tribal priorities for ensuring that tribal citizens have the sustenance they need to thrive physically, mentally, socially, and culturally not just today, but for the generations to come.” See: National Congress of American Indians, “Tribal Food Sovereignty Advancement Initiative,” https://www.ncai.org/initiatives/partnerships-initiatives/food-sovereignty.
provide a fuller picture of current food assistance policies, particularly around engaging Tribal sovereignty and empowering Tribal nations in policymaking and implementation.

**Land Ownership and Use**

Food insecurity among Tribal communities today cannot be divorced from their land history, as federal policy promoted settler-colonialism and land theft, which disrupted Tribal communities' food systems. One pivotal law is the 1887 Dawes Act, under which the U.S. government appropriated — effectively stole — collectively held Native land and then parcelled it back to individual Native people (“allottees”). Typically 40, 80, or 160 acres in area, these parcels were held in trust by the federal government on behalf of allottees for 25 years, during which they were not subject to taxation. Allottees could manage the land but could not lease or sell it without government consent. Under the Dawes Act, after 25 years elapsed, allottees would own the land “fee simple,” meaning they would have full ownership and the ability to develop and manage the land as they wished. The land would also become subject to taxation at this time.

This policy was conceived of as a “civilizing” boon to Indian Country. Native peoples would engage in land ownership patterns like white Americans. They would enter the mainstream economy and become “self-sufficient,” by Euro-American standards. They would shift from traditional agricultural practices, adopting Euro-American planting methods and cultivating cash crops for sale. By assimilating into the dominant culture, proponents of the policy argued, Native peoples could secure their futures.

Many Tribes resisted allotment policy, understanding that the impacts would be disastrous for their communities. Cherokee advocates urged Congress to reject the “insidious and dangerous” Act, which would cause “poverty and misery for the masses of the people.” They pointed out that pro-allotment congressmen could leverage allotment toward the interest of railroad companies and land

---

32 At present, trust land can be held by Tribes, by individual Tribal members, leased by Native people, and leased by non-Native people. Unlike trust lands, which are held by the federal government on behalf of Tribes or Tribal members, restricted fee lands are owned by individual Tribal members or Tribes, but have restrictions against them, such that they may not be “alienated” (e.g., sold) or “encumbered” (e.g., leased). Fee simple lands are owned outright and can be sold, leased, transferred, etc. without BIA approval. Notwithstanding significant cost and red tape, lands can be converted from fee to trust and vice versa. See: Tana Fitzpatrick, “Tribal Land and Ownership Statuses: Overview and Selected Issues for Congress,” Congressional Research Service, December 23, 2020, https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46647/2.


Leaders of the Red Lake Nation in Minnesota outmaneuvered allotment policy, and all of the Tribe’s reservation in north-central Minnesota remain owned solely by Tribal members.\(^{38}\)

The allotment process validated Tribal leaders’ fears. Often, the choicest treaty lands — for example, parcels closest to streams for crop irrigation — were excluded from allotment, deemed “in excess of Indian needs.”\(^{39}\) Instead, those lands were appropriated by the government, to be sold to and settled by non-Native people. Taking the most productive Native lands away from Native peoples directly conflicted with the Dawes Act’s purported goal of promoting economic self-sufficiency.

Subsequent federal policy continued to chip away at Tribes’ land bases. Under the Burke Act of 1906, the Secretary of the Interior could take trust-held lands out of trust at any time if the allottee was deemed “competent,” making these lands subject to taxation,\(^{40}\) regardless of the wishes and knowledge of the allottee. Many parcels of land fell into tax foreclosure because the allottees were unfamiliar with the tax process or unable to cover land taxes.\(^{41}\)

In 1934, allotment policy ended with the Indian Reorganization Act, and the federal government placed allotment lands indefinitely in trust, a policy that continues today. This means the land is held by the U.S. government on behalf of individual Native people and Tribes; individuals do not own land outright, meaning that landowners must secure Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) approval in order to sell, lease, or use it as collateral in securing a loan, a crucial consideration for producers.\(^{42}\)

From the 1880s to 1934, allotment policy transferred 90 million acres of land from Native to non-Native ownership. This is roughly the size of Montana, the fourth-largest state in the U.S. Without the Dawes Act, American Indian and Alaska Native lands would together encompass 190 million acres, or 7.8 percent of the U.S. land base — nearly twice what they do today.\(^{43}\) And the most valuable lands were often removed from Native ownership, deeded to white settlers.

The Dawes Act and the trust status of Native lands are at the root of several land issues that continue to challenge Tribes’ abilities to feed their communities. Across Indian Country, dual issues of fractionation and checkerboarding (see box, “Tribal Sovereignty and Land Issues”) make it difficult for Native communities to develop and manage their lands as they might wish, particularly the uses of farming, ranching, and agricultural production more broadly. This diminishes the ability of Native communities to use their lands in culturally and economically productive ways.

\(^{37}\) Holm.


\(^{40}\) Ibid.

\(^{41}\) Indian Land Tenure Foundation, “Land Tenure History.”

\(^{42}\) Bureau of Indian Affairs, “Real Estate Services,” https://www.bia.gov/regional-offices/alaska/real-estate-services.

Tribal Sovereignty and Land Issues

**Fractionation:** The Dawes Act established troublesome land inheritance patterns that continue today. When an individual allottee passes away, the interest and income generated from their allotment are split among their heirs. Thus, ownership of a given parcel of land is “fractionated” (divided) further and further with each new generation. Some parcels are owned by thousands of people, so any one individual receives just pennies from every dollar of income generated. Further, to meaningfully develop the land, any one individual interest holder would need to secure majority consent among all allottees.

The Highly Fractionated Indian Land Program, established in 2014, offers a pathway for Tribes and Tribal members to consolidate fractionated parcels through a revolving loan fund. Consolidating fractionated parcels can, in turn, expand access to U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) programs and increase the agricultural productivity of the land.

**Checkerboarding:** Because of allotment policy, 90 million acres of Native lands passed into non-Native ownership. As a result, reservation communities are sometimes checkerboarded — with adjacent parcels of land owned by Tribal members, Tribes, and non-Tribal members. In addition to creating jurisdictional issues, this can make land uses that require larger parcels of land, such as farming or ranching, difficult for Tribal communities.

**638 authority:** Enacted in 1975, the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638) gives Tribes greater authority in administering programs and services on their land and for their people. Tribal governments can enter into contracts (for specific parts of programs) or compacts (for entire programs) with the federal government and receive funding that the federal government would have used for the program. In the 2018 farm bill, USDA authorized a demonstration project to extend limited 638 authority for Tribes for the Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations program (“FDPIR 638”); previously, 638 contracting and compacting was limited to programs under the departments of the Interior and Health and Human Services.

Self-determination under 638 authority differs from Tribes managing federal programs. Tribes, Indian Tribal Organizations (ITOs), and states can administer FDPIR and the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC), but Tribes cannot functionally operate SNAP.a Currently, 276 Tribes participate in FDPIR, and 105 Tribal organizations, as well as three states, are funded to administer FDPIR. b This means that USDA foods are purchased and shipped to administering agencies, which then distribute FDPIR foods, offer nutrition education, and more. 638 authority gives Tribes and ITOs greater control over federal nutrition programs. It enables Tribal communities to select and procure foods for their FDPIR programs, expanding Tribes’ ability to incorporate local, regional, and traditional foods into FDPIR packages.

---

The trust status of Native lands presents barriers to accessing credit and capital, posing a particular problem for Native producers.44 Unfamiliar with trust land ownership, many lenders are loath to invest in Indian Country, which decreases the ability of Native people to manage and

---

44 We use the term *producer*, as opposed to *farmer*, here to reflect a wider array of agricultural production, including fishing, gathering/harvesting, farming, ranching, etc.
develop their lands. Issues such as BIA delays, lengthy environmental review, cultural insensitivity, and the rural nature of many reservations also pose barriers.45

A 2019 Government Accountability Office report found that seven of the 11 Farm Credit Service associations interviewed expressed legal concerns about recovering collateral in the event of loan default.46 The report also discussed the steep administrative barriers that some Native producers experience. Native producers must obtain documents, such as a title status report, from BIA for lenders when seeking agricultural financing. Some producers interviewed experienced significant delays in obtaining these documents; two Tribal members reported waiting months for the title status report, by which time the planting season could have easily passed.

This has particularly deep impacts on agricultural production in Indian Country, as modern agriculture requires inputs often financed on credit. Indeed, 63 percent of AIAN farms have sales and government payments of less than $5,000 a year, whereas 44 percent of farms owned by producers of any race or ethnicity have sales at that level.47 Further, 41 percent of AIAN farms have sales and government payments of less than $1,000, compared to 23 percent of all farms. In short, land policy has hampered the ability of Native producers to viably manage their lands, with significant economic and food insecurity impacts for Tribal communities across the country.

Boarding Schools and Education

Adding to the damage caused by U.S. government land policy, education policy — specifically, the boarding school movement sponsored by the federal government starting in the late 1800s — further removed Native people from robust cultural and food traditions. Richard H. Pratt was a key leader in the movement, championing cultural assimilation under the banner of “kill the Indian, save the man.”48 Located both on and off reservations, boarding schools served to assimilate Native youth into white American society through vocational and industrial training. By 1925, over 80 percent of Native youth attended boarding schools. In fact, over the course of six decades at least 600,000 Native youth were sent to boarding schools.49


The conditions at boarding schools were dire: one writer of the time stated that students were “virtually prisoners” of these institutions. Students experienced physical, sexual, and emotional abuse at the hands of school officials. Tuberculosis, scrofula, and trachoma were widespread, and mortality rates were incredibly high: at one boarding school, the mortality rate in its initial years was nearly 20 percent; ten out of the first 49 students died. These schools aimed to stamp out Tribal identity at all costs — they banned students from speaking their languages, engaging with their cultures, and practicing their spiritual beliefs.

Boarding schools also kept students from their food traditions. Students received rations such as cornmeal mush, bread, and molasses — diets that tended to be high in starch and meat. Further, for many, this was the first time they consumed simple sugars and refined carbohydrates. Children experienced malnutrition and food shortages at boarding schools, with a per-student food allowance set, on average, at 11 cents a day ($1.58 a day in 2021 dollars), according to 1928’s Meriam Report. Students were often punished if they ate foods that they themselves had sowed, tended, and harvested on boarding school farms. Removing Native youth from their communities had steep downstream impacts — as A-da Romero-Briones reflected, “Extracting children from their Indigenous food system essentially creates individuals devoid of an understanding of their land, environments, political systems, education systems and spiritual systems, and no understanding of collective resource management.”

Some boarding schools had labor farms that served as nexuses of Indigenous resilience. At the U.S. Industrial Indian and Training School (now Haskell Indian Nations University), Haskell Farm was a place of cultural coming together, notwithstanding the strenuous labor instructors forced Native youth to complete. Melinda Adams-Crow described Haskell Farm as a place where children could talk their Native language to one another, or talk to family members in their Native language, or practice their ceremonial songs. These were things that were against the rules and were met with harsh punishment if you did them within the walls of the boarding school. So it was a place for escape. It was a safe place. A sacred place is a safe

52 Dejong.
54 Segrest and Hipp; Brenda J. Child, Boarding School Seasons, University of Nebraska Press, 1998.
56 Child.
57 Segrest and Hipp.
58 Segrest and Hipp, quoting A-da Romero Briones in “Fighting for the Taste Buds.”
59 Larsen and Johnson.
place. A place you could express yourself without the repercussions you would have if you were caught in school.\textsuperscript{60}

**Commodity Food Distribution**

Native food systems and food cultures are robust and diverse. There is archaeological evidence of fishery management sites near Seattle tracking back 10,000 to 14,000 years, while archaeological evidence from the Southwest points toward thousands of years’ worth of stable agricultural production.\textsuperscript{61} As Valerie Segrest and Janie Simms Hipp summarize:

In the context of time, woolly mammoths roamed lands as Native American ancestors dried berries in wild meadows. Rome and Athens, both ancient civilizations revered in history textbooks in the United States, were not even a thought at this time. Native Americans organized entire societies and assembled political structures around the management of food resources.\textsuperscript{62}

Traditional food systems — including practices such as farming, fishing, and migratory seasonal harvesting — that had nourished communities for millennia were transformed in the span of decades with the onset of settler-colonialism.\textsuperscript{63} The reservation system diminished Tribes’ abilities to engage in traditional food practices by reducing their access to land and water.

The federal government placed many Tribes on reservation lands that were wholly unfamiliar to them, or deeded parcels that were less agriculturally productive.\textsuperscript{64} The Muscogee Nation, for example, traces its ancestral homelands to the southeastern U.S., but its reservation is in Oklahoma due to an 1827 treaty and forced removal.\textsuperscript{65} The slaughter of the buffalo altered Great Plains Tribes’ foodways, or the “traditional activities, attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors associated with food in [one’s] daily life.”\textsuperscript{66} White residents killed Tribal people for hunting on lands to which treaties secured them access, as occurred in the 1908 Swan Massacre of Pend d’Oreille people.\textsuperscript{67} Euro-American settler colonialism transformed agricultural, hunting, fishing, and gathering practices that had been honed for generations, although Tribes and Tribal communities adapted and continue to adapt in the face of continued hardships.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{60} Ibid.
  \item \textsuperscript{61} Valerie Segrest and Janie Simms Hipp, “Traditional Food Knowledge Among Native Americans,” American Federation of Teachers, 2020, https://www.aft.org/hc/fall2020/segrest_hipp.
  \item \textsuperscript{62} Segrest and Hipp.
  \item \textsuperscript{63} Hipp and Pipestem; Rachel V. Vernon, “A Native perspective: Food is more than consumption,” *Journal of Agriculture, Food Systems, and Community Development*, Vol. 5, Issue 4, 2015, http://dx.doi.org/10.5304/jafscd.2015.054.024; Segrest and Hipp.
  \item \textsuperscript{64} Vantrease
  \item \textsuperscript{65} The Muscogee Nation, “Muscogee (Creek) Nation History,” https://www.muscogeenation.com/culturehistory/.
\end{itemize}
To prevent starvation and nominally meet its treaty and trust obligations, the U.S. government has distributed food commodities to Tribal nations for nearly two centuries. Emphasis was put on foods that would ship and preserve well. An 1832 treaty describes provisions received by the Sauk and Fox Indians: “articles of subsistence as follows: thirty-five cattle; twelve bushels of salt; thirty barrels of pork; and fifty barrels of flour.” The foodstuffs provided were sometimes cited as being “unfit for soldiers.”

The troubled legacy of commodity rations continued and deepened with FDPIR. In its initial years, the government provided to FDPIR participants only surplus USDA commodities, or excess agricultural products produced domestically. Commodity packages included non-native foods, such as lard, wheat-flour, canned fruit and vegetables — often high in sugar and sodium, respectively — and canned meat. High-fat, high-sodium, and calorically dense foods featured heavily. Food assistance tended to be low quality and nutritionally inadequate, and traditional foods, such as salmon for Northwest Coast tribes and buffalo for Great Plains tribes, were lacking from commodity packages. Charles “Red” Gates, a FDPIR advocate, noted:

[The] canned fruits were all sweet with sugar. Really, none of it was really healthy for us... It was basically those items that the government felt were surplus, and I will say somebody made a decision, oh, just give it to the Indians; they’ll eat it.

Codified in 1973 into FDPIR, commodity food distribution contributed to the rise in diet-related diseases, previously rare among those communities. Widespread obesity effectually developed within generations. The term “commod bod” originated in this era, to describe the link between rising obesity rates and unhealthy commodity distribution. For many FDPIR participants, FDPIR food packages constitute their sole or primary food source: 37.7 percent reported so in a 2016 Urban Institute study. As one group of scholars summarized in 2009, “In the past 40 years American Indian families have made voluntary and involuntary changes to their diets. One of the
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major changes was the widespread availability and use of commodity foods. The impact of those changes is highly evident today.79

And, the problem of food insecurity remains, with 1 in 4 Native people experiencing food insecurity.80 Lack of income and assets exacerbates these problems. In 2016 the average monthly income for a four-person household participating in FDPIR was just $1,586, or 78 percent of the federal poverty level.81 Only 5 percent of FDPIR households had assets valued at $500 or more.82

79 Chino, Haff, and Dodge-Francis.
80 Jernigan et al.
81 Pindus et al.

The Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations

For Tribal communities, the Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations (FDPIR) serves as an alternative to the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP). Though people who live in Tribal communities may participate in SNAP on the same basis as other low-income people, FDPIR can more easily reach some Native families because SNAP-authorized stores and/or SNAP offices are not accessible in some reservation communities. Families may not participate in both SNAP and FDPIR.

To qualify for FDPIR, households must meet income eligibility requirements, which are similar to SNAP guidelines. Households must also reside on reservations or in approved areas close to reservations in Oklahoma. In fiscal year 2019, FDPIR monthly participation averaged 83,800. An estimated 1 to 3 percent of SNAP participants are AIAN, meaning roughly 170,000 to 500,000 AIAN participate in SNAP.

FDPIR addresses food insecurity by distributing commodities, as opposed to SNAP’s EBT card. Every month, program participants select from over 100 commodities, which fall under ten broad categories: fruits, proteins, vegetables, legumes, traditional foods, grains, dairy, oils, seasonal items, and other, although many options are canned (e.g., beef and chicken, green beans, and peaches). The Department of Agriculture (USDA) spends about $57 in food per month per FDPIR participant, or $1.90 per day, compared to an average of about $4.00 per day for SNAP participants. In partnership with the Department of Defense’s Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Program, FDPIR enables families to also select from fresh fruit and vegetables, although produce quantity and quality can decline as the month progresses. Program delivery varies: for example, some participants pick up their commodity packages from warehouses, select items under a grocery store model, receive home deliveries, and “tailgate” foods from trucks driven to more remote locations.

Since 2002, the FDPIR Food Package Review Work Group has worked to improve the nutritional value of FDPIR packages and better meet participants’ dietary preferences. The Work Group consists of 18 voting members (eight FDPIR program staff, four Indian Tribal Organization (ITO) representatives, four ITO nutrition/health experts, and two federal nutritionists) and six non-voting members (three USDA food ordering specialists and three FDPIR program staff). To reflect regional diversity, the Work Group’s membership includes Tribal representatives from BIA regions across the country.

---

a According to the Food and Nutrition Service, in fiscal year 2021 a family of four could not have a net monthly income in excess of $2,365 ($28,380 annually) to qualify for FDPIR.
b U.S. Department of Agriculture, “Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations.”
c Per 2018 American Community Survey (ACS) data, 1.5 percent of SNAP participants are AIAN, meaning roughly 200,000 AIAN people participated in SNAP in 2018. (See Tracy A. Loveless, “Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) Receipt for Households,” American Community Survey Briefs, June 2020, https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/publications/2020/demo/acsbr20-01.pdf.) However, the ACS undercounts SNAP participants so this number is likely higher. In addition, USDA SNAP administrative data have a more accurate count of SNAP recipients, but a high share of respondents do not report their racial or ethnic category. As a result, neither source provides an accurate count of AIAN participants. The 1-3 percent range provided is a CBPP estimate, a three-year average of the number of SNAP participants who are AIAN, for the years 2017 to 2019. It is calculated by applying the share of the population that is AIAN from the ACS to the share of SNAP participants from SNAP administrative data.
FDPIR in the 21st Century

In the past few decades, there have been significant improvements to FDPIR food packages. According to one participant, “[t]his is not the same FDPIR I knew as a kid.”\textsuperscript{83} This is due in no small part to advocacy work by the National Association of FDPIR Programs and the Food Package Work Review Group, which was founded in 2002 and consists of Tribal members across the country as well as USDA staff.\textsuperscript{84} A 2016 study surveyed participants and found that 90 percent were satisfied with the products in their food baskets.\textsuperscript{85}

In addition to expanding access to culturally relevant foods, recent demonstration projects have opened the door for integrating Tribally grown food into FDPIR packages; if maintained over the long term, these projects could have important economic development impacts. The 2018 farm bill authorized $5 million for FDPIR demonstration projects, which would allow Tribal nations greater control over the food procurement process.\textsuperscript{86} In 2021, USDA released $3.5 million to eight Tribal nations, allowing them to contract with local Tribal producers and integrate local and Tribally grown food into FDPIR packages.\textsuperscript{87}

Despite these improvements, access to fresh, healthy food remains a problem. As explored above, on-reservation food prices tend to be higher than the national average. One study found that the share of FDPIR participants residing in census tracts that were “food deserts”\textsuperscript{88} more than tripled between 2000 and 2010, and FDPIR participants had to drive an average of 17 minutes each way to reach food stores selling produce.\textsuperscript{89} Of participants in this study, nearly one-third lacked access to a vehicle.\textsuperscript{90} Another study found that, owing to the rural nature of many reservations, only 26 percent

\textsuperscript{83} Pindus et al.
\textsuperscript{84} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{85} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{88} The USDA defines food deserts as “low-income census tracts with a substantial number or share of residents with low levels of access to retail outlets selling healthy and affordable foods,” with criteria of high poverty rates (20 percent or greater, or median family income at/below 80 percent statewide or metro area median family income) and low food access (areas composed of 500 people or more, with 33 percent or more of population more than 1 mile from a supermarket or large grocery store, or in rural census tracts, 10 miles). See Michele Ver Ploeg, David Nulph, and Ryan Williams, Mapping Food Deserts in the United States,” U.S. Department of Agriculture, December 1, 2011, https://www.ers.usda.gov/amber-waves/2011/december/data-feature-mapping-food-deserts-in-the-us/.

There has been movement away from “food desert” terminology in favor of “food apartheid” or “retail redlining.” This is because the former naturalizes low food access through an ecological metaphor. This runs counter to the fact that low food access is rooted in decades’ worth of social, political, and economic history and decision-making that racially disinvested communities.

\textsuperscript{89} Pindus et al.
\textsuperscript{90} Pindus et al.
of all Tribal area populations were within walking distance (1 mile or less) of a supermarket, compared to 59 percent of the U.S. population overall.\textsuperscript{91}

The quality of FDPIR produce also varies. One report described how “the availability of items was sometimes an issue and the quality of the products was not always good. . . Many sites noted problems with produce upon delivery (e.g., damage or quality issues) from the vendors. Staff and participants at several sites noted that particular produce items would go bad quickly when taken home.”\textsuperscript{92} This is particularly unfortunate because the fresh food component of the program was incredibly popular among participants, pinpointed as one of FDPIR’s best features.

**Policy Recommendations**

In January 2021, USDA released a Request for Applications for the FDPIR 638 Self-Determination Project. If selected for the grant, Tribal organizations can participate in a demonstration project that gives them more control over the food procurement process, enabling them to source foods locally and from area Tribal producers. To date, eight Tribal nations have received $3.5 million in USDA funding as part of the demonstration project.\textsuperscript{93}

Expanding this demonstration project and funding similar projects can serve two important purposes: 1) expanding access to local food and 2) creating economic opportunities for local Tribal producers. More generally, this can help Tribal peoples to regain their food systems and generate job and economic opportunities, allowing them to tailor programs to their unique and diverse needs.\textsuperscript{94}

Federal food assistance programs such as SNAP, the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC), and FDPIR provide job opportunities for agricultural producers. A USDA report determined that in an economic downturn, $1 billion in new SNAP benefits would create nearly 500 full-time jobs in the agricultural sector, generating $32 million in revenues for the sector, and would increase gross domestic product by $1.5 billion.\textsuperscript{95}

Expanding FDPIR demonstration projects also could increase the stream of fresh and local foods in FDPIR food supplies. FDPIR participants surveyed for the 2016 report cited above suggested that increased incorporation of local foods and produce would increase access to fresh foods, improve variety, and help foods to last longer.\textsuperscript{96} Tribes interviewed for another report cited numerous advantages in self-administration of nutrition programs, including engagement of Tribal
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sovereignty, increased ability to target community members in need, control and flexibility over nutritional quality of food, and ability to offer culturally relevant programming.\textsuperscript{97}

Developing the infrastructure and resources for Tribal nations to feed their people recognizes the decision-making powers of Tribes and works against policies of oppression that have curtailed Tribal sovereignty for centuries.

As Janie Simms Hipp wrote, “When Indian Country lost its ability to feed itself, through whatever means, we lost that part of ourselves that supports our ability to thrive. It is only by regaining our foods will we be able to restore our health, our resilience as peoples and secure the stability and diversification within our own communities and local economies.”\textsuperscript{98} Federal nutrition policy has the potential to strengthen Indian Country. Expanding 638 authority would be an important step in catalyzing that process.
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